
ALL THE NEWS WRITING AND REPORTING

In this thoroughly revised second edition, the Poynter Institute's Chip Scanlan empowers students to think, act and
produce newsworthy stories in the exciting and challenging field of contemporary journalism. News Writing and
Reporting: The Complete Guide for Today's Journalist.

Facts First, you can hardly call it a news story without the facts. These are phrases like, "According to the
national weather forecastâ€¦" Here are some added prepositional phrases examples. Terms and structure Edit
Journalistic prose is explicit and precise, and tries not to rely on jargon. Related stories and background
information develop context and emotion while humanizing it. Poor structure typically begins with a faulty
lede. Even when information from a source is not used in a direct quote and is paraphrased instead, it still must
be attributed to that source. The American Press Institute cites context as a nice way to gain new readers
through an entry point they can relate to. Here are some AP writing tips to help you stay in the game. Rumors,
gossip, and information you received from an anonymous or unreliable source are all dangerous to report, and
they could run you the risk of a libel case. A feature's first paragraphs often relate an intriguing moment or
event, as in an "anecdotal lede". Reporters do not have the right to state something about a person that could
damage their reputation and that is untruthful. Among the larger and more respected newspapers, fairness and
balance is a major factor for the presentation of information. While a rule of thumb says the lede should
answer most or all of the 5 Ws, few ledes can fit all of these. The active voice is more understandable and has
more impact. External links. The Four Elements Let's dive a little deeper into the four elements. Editorial
policy dictates the use of adjectives, euphemisms, and idioms. Unlike a lede, a billboard rarely gives
everything away. It allows people to enter a topic to the depth that their curiosity takes them, and without the
imposition of details or nuances that they would consider irrelevant. They say emotion commands attention
and fosters a communal feeling. Lede The lede or lead of a news article is the first sentence, usually written as
one paragraph, that tells the most important information of the story. Leads tell the reader what the story is
about and why it's important. How you combine these four elements will determine the success of your news
story. But we must let the readers decide for themselves. How will this series of events affect me and my
loved ones? One of the easiest ways to protect oneself from libel is to make sure to always do accurate
reporting and to attribute all information in an article. By its nature, the lead is meant to lure readers in.
Context In news writing, context answers the question, "Why should I care? Never use more than two
prepositional phrases. Papers with an international audience for example, usually use a more formal style of
writing. Billboards appear as the third or fourth paragraph from the top, and may be up to two paragraphs
long. Emotion Which brings us to emotion. The recession will most likely begin to recede in six to eight
months, Bernanke said.


